Chicanos ask Daily
for editorial space
By BRAD BOLLINGER
About 80 Chicanos walked into the
Spartan Daily office yesterday
afternoon to demand the publication
of their rebuttal to a recent staff
comment that charged "Mano a
Mario.
a
regular column.
misrepresents campus Chicanos.
Alter the discussion. Rick Malaspina. Spartan Daily editor-in-chief.
agreed to publish the rebuttal in full.
But he stipulated that future letters
and guest columns would be limited
to at most 15 column inches. The
rebuttal measures 28 inches.
As a matter of editorial policy, the
Daily has always asked that letters
be kept to a maximum of 250 words
and has stipulated that the editor has
the right to edit letters for length.
The controversy stemmed from the
return of the rebuttal to Ramiro
Asencio, Daily community news
editor, by Daily Forum Page Editor
Alan Rosenberg who said the rebuttal did not meet space limitations.
It was stipulated in the rebuttal
that it was not to be edited under any
circumstances. Rosenberg said that
he granted that wish when he
returned it to Asencio who returned

the rebuttal to MECHA, a campus
Chicano organization which submitted the letter.
"We are tired of being told what to
do and how to do it," said Jessie
Serna, spokeswoman for MECHA,
"we are not going to compromise for
15 inches." She claimed the Daily
returned the rebuttal because it did
not agree with what she called the
"racist statement" of Charlotte Bradford. author of the controversial staff
comment, criticizing Mano a Mano.
But Malaspina said that the letter
was not turned back because of its
ideas but because of its length. He
claimed that what was said in 28 inches could be said in 15 "articulate"
inches.
Miss Serna cited Daily columns by
Dr. John Gilbaugh, professor of
education at San Jose State
University, and Venceremos, a
revolutionary organization, which
exceeded 15 inches.
Rosenberg said however, he often
shortens Gilbaugh’s columns and
that the Venceremos column in question was less than 20 inches in length.
Malaspina added that Venceremos

Stationary workers
honor picket line
Members of the Stationary
Engineers Union Local 39 are
honoring picket lines this morning at
San lose Hospital as the strike of
some 500 hospital workers goes into
its fifth day.
Bill Bemis, business representative
for local 39, said the stationary
engineers were not on strike but were
simply supporting the strike called
last Friday by the Hospital and
Institutional Workers Local 250.
The strike. which involves employees such as maids, nursing assistants and other service workers,
was called after hospital administrators refused to let the hospital workers union call an election to
determine
how
the employees
wanted to be represented.
Local 39, which represents 29 hospital maintenance workers, formerly

opposed the wants of the hospital
workers union.
It was also a major force in stopping
the strike two weeks ago when it said
it wanted to represent the same
workers the hospital workers union
was seeking to represent.
But the stationary workers recently reversed its position toward the
hospital workers union.
About
300 hospital workers
attended a rally this morning also
attended by Santa Clara County
Supervisor Dan McCorquodale and
James Baron and Gil lasso, both candidates for San Jose City Council.
According to Jim Bailey, business
representative for local 250, the two
candidates for city council asked for
a tour of the hospital and were denied
entrance.

waited a month before the column
appeared, the first by that
organization to be published in the
Daily.
Tony Gonzales, spokesman for
MECHA and A.S. councilman. said
"we want "Mano a Mano" left alone.
We don’t want anyone messing with
Malaspina said that "Mano a
Mono" has never been edited and that
it would continue to run no matter
what its content. He added that Jaime
(Julies, who often writes the guest
column, stays within the prescribed
space limits as do all other guest
columnists.
The Chicanos said that they had
some other grievances concerning the
amount of "Chicano input" into the
Daily. Those grievances are to be
taken up at the next Daily editorial
board meeting to be held today.

semesters discount experiment.
Wineroth said he could not
recommend any more favorable
prices because the bookstore
operated on 2.8 per cent profit margin
last year and he does not want to see
it dip below 2.0 per cent.
The 2.8 per cent profit margin last
year was equal to $57,000 which
Wineroth said was pumped back into
campus related activities.
Although the text book area, which
takes a beating profit -wise, is made
up by other departments in the
bookstore, Wineroth said the prices
on the other items, such as art
materials and gifts, can not be raised
too much because they will not be
competitive with other stores.
He did not include. in his
recommendation, student volunteer
help, as was provided in the discount
sale experiment.

Editor explains

explains the
Rick Malaspina, editor -in -chief of the Spartan Dail
editorial policy of the San Jose State University newspaper concerning
letters to members of MECHA who came to the newspaper office in
protest.
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Walk-a-Thon big success, even in rain
March of Dimes gets boost of $200,000
By JERRY RIMKA
The first finisher in the Santa Clara
Second Annual March of Dimes’
Walk-A-Thon made it look too easy.
He completed the 20 miles before
some of the more than 25,000

participants had started.
With hardly a hair out of place, 17year-old Ralph Paredes, casually
jogged to the last check point, also the
starting point, to certify the number
of miles he ran. He was mistakenly
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handed a map, given to those beginning the event, because he appeared
so fresh.
The mix-up was understandable.
The original starting time, 8 a.m.-10
a.m., had to be extended to ac-
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%talkers in rain

San lose Mayor Norman Mineta greeted walkers in the March of Dimes erue. acclaims
Walk-a-Thondespite the early morning rain. The weather cleared up late
in the afternoon as walkers raised an estimated $200.000.

Commuters five give transport system ’D’

Bus system rapped by passengers
By CLARK BROOKS
The sign at the front of the bus
reads, "Welcome Aboard. You are
now riding with the Santa Clara
County system." It may as well read,
"Welcome to 1950."
"I’ve been riding these buses for 30
years and they’re pretty much the
same buses," said Mrs. Blair Beckett.
San Jose housewife. "When I first
moved here they were the same old
buses with the same old colors."
The buses are in need of improvement. The red and green seats
are peeling badly. revealing the
original black upholstry beneath.
The grey walls are filled with scratches and graffiti.
Modern advertisements lining the
upper walls seem out of place. An
Army ad alludes to higher pay and
good job experience. The old man
pointing his finger and saying, "I
want you," would be more appropriate.
Crossing the railroad tracks is
dangerous in a Santa Clara bus: it
may fall apart from the vibrations.
Actually, the ride in the front is
tolerable but in the back a person can
get downright saddle sore.
An off-duty bus driver sitting in
the back said, "Every time I hear this
bus shift I’m afraid the transmission
will fall out."
All but one of the passengers
interviewed were dissatisfied with

Ken Oslo
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Manager claims
price war failed
By MARK BUSSMANN
Students lost money, not saved
money, on last semester’s text book
price war, claimed the manager of a
local bookstore Thursday.
Bob Winegardner, manager of
Robert’s Bookstore. on 10th Street,
which sold new books at a 10 per cent
discount, said Robert’s stocked fewer
used books this semester, thus
causing the student to buy more new
books.
"I make my living on used books,
Winegarder said, but this semester
we couldn’t compete with the
Spartan Bookstore’s 80 to 65 per cent
offer on used books." (Spartan
bought used books for 80 per cent of
the price new and sold them for only
65 per cent).
"Since we had to go with the 10 per
cent discount on new books, we
couldn’t go out and get a large
number of used books as we normally
do."
"The student then ended up paying
90 per cent (for a discounted new
book) instead of our normal 75 per
cent for a used book."
Winegardner said even though
there was a large book turnover he
did not expect to make money on the
sale.
He reiterated, as he had said earlier
during the sale, that he did not have
student funds or free volunteer help
like the Spartan Bookstore so he had
to have the sale to stay in competition
with the Spartan Bookstore.
Jerry Marsullo, manager of the
College Booksellers, on San Fernando
and Third Streets, had a somewhat
different outlook.
"We would like to see it continued,"
he said in reference to his store’s 10
per cent discount on new text books.
Currently, his dollars and cents
record of the sale is being totaled.
When concluded in late March, the
study will tell Marsullo whether the
store can survive offering the 10 per
cent discount.
"In the past all other sales like this,
that I know of, have failed because
you’re shaving the profit margin
awfully close. We can only wait and
see if history repeats itself,"
Marsullo said.
He said the College Booksellers
will continue its policy of paying 60
per cent for used books in good condition and 55 per cent for all other
usable books.
Meanwhile, the Spartan Bookstore
manager, Harry Wineroth, has
recommended his bookstore buy
used books at 60 per cent and sell
them at 75 per cent, based on his
statistical breakdown of this past
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some phase of the system’s service.
The one exception was a man who

asked. "What do you want for a
quarter?" as he entered a bus.

Paul Dunn

Riders say buses need improvements

Monica Kitchiner, a San lose City
College student, wants a bit more for
her quarter and tax dollar, as the
county is also funded through the
sales tax on gasoline.
"The buses don’t run often
enough," she said. "I had to move over
toward City College because they
don’t serve outlying areas adequately." The former Oakland
resident rated the Santa Clara
system "D" on the traditional school
A to F scale: the Alameda County
system received an "A."
Miss Kitchiner also said she had to
wait an average of 25 minutes for her
bus and added she didn’t appreciate
the gasoline odor that came from the
engine.
No one complained about the buses
being dirty. Mrs. Beckett said she
would like to see the general upkeep
improved, but added that the buses
seem cleaner than two months ago.
This is a credit to the county. which
assumed control of the system last
January. Dick Cox. information officer for the county, realizes the
buses are in poor shape.
"We’re preparing orders for new
buses which we anticipate will arrive
in September." he said. "We eventually expect to have 200 la threefold increase), while phasing out the
buses we have now."
Meanwhile, Santa Clara County’s
mass transit remains inadequate.

comodate the unexpected community
response.
Parades, starting at 8 a.m., finished
at 10:10 a.m., a time when many were
looking for nonexistent parking
places.
At 9 a.m., the crowd was estimated
at 25,000. At 9 a.m., outlying high
schools were calling for additional
busses to transport their walkers to
Buck Shaw Stadium, University of
Santa Clara.
It seemed as though the rain did
more to brighten spirits than dampen
them. One marcher said, "What is a
little rain when some persons must
spend their entire lives in a
wheelchair?"
Doralece Lipoti, head coordinator,
said the estimate of 25,000 marchers
was pretty accurate. There is no
doubt the number exceeded the
10,000 taking part in last year’s fund
raiser. Hill indicated Sunday’s turn
out will probably set a national
record for marchers, surpassing
Houston’s total of 22,000.
Baltimore holds the record of
$430,000 raised to research birth
defects. The record was set by 16,000
walking a 25 mile course.
officials estimated a
March
minimum of $200,000 would be
raised. The exact figure won’t be
known until next week.
The March of Dimes affair
appeared to appeal to a variety of
folks: able and disabled, male and
female, young and old.
While some participants could
train to run the distance others had to
make it on sheer spirit.
Herb Stone, 37, San lose, has one
leg shorter than the other. He started
the march with a cane. After three
miles, he had to use crutches. Blisters
on his hands forced his withdrawal
after 12 and one half miles
. A Walk-A-Thon official estimated
Stone’s effort earned $1775 for the
health program.
Two youngsters were pushed by
their parents. Danny Fisher, 8.
Campbell, went the full distance. Xan
Scully. 7, San Jose. went 14 miles,
with her parents completing the last
six miles.
One teenager with a cast on his
broken foot walked over 12 miles and
said he would probably finish the
remainder.
Three mayors took part. Mayor
Norman Mineta of San lose. Mayor
Gary Gillmor of Santa Clara and
Mayor William Podgorsek of
Campbell all went more than 12
miles. Mayor Mineta left early to
attend a meeting in Washington, D.C.
Mayor Mineta said a deputy city
attorney would carry the honors for
San lose. Dick Marston, 39, was in
the top five finishers.
An Adrian Wilcox High School
physical education teacher was the
first woman to finish. Carol Shelton
finished the 20 miles in under three
hours and earned approximately $20.
Viewers of KNTV, Channel 11,
pledged $182.50 for each mile the
John
sports director,
station’s
Chaffetz, walked. He went the whole
way. He said his legs felt like bullets
had been shot into the back of his
knees.
"Crazy George" Henderson, a SISU
graduate and local zany character,
was there with his drum to boost
morale. His wife, Chris, walked the
20 miles to earn $50 for the na4ional
haelt h agency.

Editorial

Communication gap
The 1972-74 College Bulletin,
under the "Application for
Graduation" information reads,
student’s
a
"Frequently
graduation is postponed because
he learns of certain deficiencies
in General Education, for example) too late to take steps to
remove them."
Perhaps an additional clause
should be added to warn the
student of "possible deficiencies
in communication between the
Registrar’s Office and the student
body."
According to three different
supposedly reliable sources, the
deadline date for turning in a June
graduation application is March
16, March 23 and March 30.
Obviously not all of the above
dates can be correct.
The incongruous dates were
noticed last week by the Daily
when a staff member was notified
by the Registrar’s Office that the
deadline was March 16.
Just as the announcement was
about to be inserted on page 1 of
the Daily, another staff.member

noted that according to the spring
semester Schedule of Classes the
date was March 23.
Still another conflict arose
when it was discovered that on
the graduation application itself
the date was set as March 30.
A double and triple check with
the Registrar’s Office revealed
that the correct date is March 30,
as stated on the application.
According to the Registrar’s
Office, the March 23 date was
changed after the Schedule of
Classes was printed. Might the
Daily suggest that it would be
better to print no date at all,
rather than one which is subject
to change?
The March 16 date was given in
error to the Daily be someone in
the Registrar’s Office.
Granted, human errors such as
this are inevitable. It would have
been unfortunate, however, if the
Daily had printed the announcement, thus becoming only
one more unreliable source of information.

Belly oilhe Beast -

Indians fight for justice
-.For the past week and a half,
the occupation of Wounded -Knee,
South Dakota by the "American
Indian Movement" (AIM) has attracted national headlines. It is
sad but true that the only time
any attention is ever paid to the
plight of the Native American
People is when drastic, radical
action is taken.
The historical significance of
Wounded Knee makes the present
confrontation even more
profound. The people of AIM
have boldly placed themselves in
a position where the federal
government could easily inflict a
second massacre at Wounded
Knee. However, today, unlike
1890, another Wounded Knee
would
incite
atrocity
international attention to the
American Government’s
indifference to the needs of the
people living within its borders.
This is the risk which the Indians at South Dakota are willing
to take in order to exemplify the
injustices the Indian people face
and to express their anger toward
the U.S. governemnt, and to the
Bureau of Indian affairs. The U.S.
government has a long,
disgraceful history of lies and
broken treaties with the Indians,
and the people of AIM are bravely
struggling to expose this. The San
Jose chapter of AIM expressed it
well: "Our brothers and sisters
are willing to die fighting for justice for all Native Americans.
While this may appear to be a
militant stand, white citizens
should realize that death with
pride is a better alternative to the
misery of reservation life as it is
today for many."
We in the Radical Student
Union would like to express our
solidarity with the American Indian people’s struggle. We join
with the San Jose chapter of the
American Indian Movement in
supporting the following
demands:
1) Investigation of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs.
2) Investigation into election
procedures of the Tribal Council
on the Pine Ridge Reservation
specifically, as well as others.
3)
Investigation of ill
treatment of local Indian people
All students and faculty are
encouraged to submit letters to
the Forum Page. Letters may be
mailed or delivered to the
Spartan Daily office, IC 208
and should be 200 words or
less, typewritten and doublespaced. Non students and nonfaculty should include their
address, phone number and
title or occupation.
The Spartan Daily will not
print letters which are libelous
or in poor taste. The Daily also
reserves the right to edit letters
for space. The editor has the
right to end publication of
letters concerning subjects
which he considers have been
exhausted on the Forum Page.

liregory Ford

4) Investigation and intervention by international courts of Indian injustices imposed by the
American government.
5) Amnesty for all of the
brothers and sisters involved in
the occupation of Wounded Knee.
Justice for Native Americans!
Editor’s note: Gregory Ford is a
member of the Radical Students,
on -campus
an
Union,
organization.
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Student Polities ---

Speaker opposes tuition
George Bede
State university and college
students who are fearful of the
imposition of tuition can put their
minds at rest.
That is, if they place their trust
in the words of Assembly
Speaker Bob Moretti, D-Van
Nuys.
As long as he is Speaker, and as
long as Democrats maintain the
current 59-21 advantage in the
Assembly, tuition will remain the
same, Moretti said.
Earlier this month, Moretti addressed the annual California
Intercollegiate Press Association
convention in Fresno, assuring
student editors and reporters that
tuition would pass "over my dead
body."
Moretti’s comments came after
two members of the board of
trustees, Roy T. Brophy and
chairman Karl L. Wente, told the
same group of students their
views on the subject.
Sacramento
Brophy,
a
homebuilder and businessman,
emphasized the point that not
every high school graduate
should go on to a four-year
college, but those who do should
not be saddled with tution.
Brophy, a graduate of San Jose
State University (and the only
trustee to graduate from a state
university), said there are
numerous alternatives for a
person who does not wish to continue his education at a four-year
college.
However, admission standards
should be kept high "for those
qualified to go on," the trustee
said.

Brophy expressed his support
of the community colleges and
their easier access to high school
graduates, but in regards to those
students presently enrolled in the
state university system, Brophy
declared his opposition to tuition,
no matter what the cost.
"It’s very simple," he said.
"(Tuition) hits the middle spectrum of the population. If a
student has to pay for his books,
housing, and transportation, he
shouldn’t be saddled with the
burden of tuition."
Wente, president of a familyowned winery in Livermore, took
a different view.
He said he has been on record in
the past of "supporting a small
amount of tuition," but added,
"The concept of charging tuition
and then having it go into the
state general fund is just like (imposing) a tax.
"At this stage of the game, I’m
not in favor of it to the extent I
was before," Wente said.
Taking the three viewpoints
into consideration, one can only
hope Moretti has enough influence in the Assembly to back
up what he said.
As trustees, Brophy and Wente
can only make recommendations
to Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke,
and he, in turn, can pass them
along to the state legislature.
But that’s where the issue will
be decided. The Assembly and
the Senate will vote to impose
tuition or keep the fees as they
are.
Let’s hope Moretti stays
healthy.

Staff Comment

Phone tax brings hassles
A recent artricle in the Spartan
Daily stated that the Internal
Revenue Service is not
prosecuting those who refuse to
pay the federal excise taxes included in telephone bills.
While those people who don’t
pay the excise taxes are not now
in danger of prosecution, they
often cause hassles for the next
guy to use the phone.
Last summer I sublet an
apartmentincluding a phone.
When I called the telephone company to have the phone changed
to my name, I found that the
previous phone user owed $25 in
back taxes. I would have to pay
this, I was told, in order to use the
telephone for the summer. If I
didn’t want to pay the $25 under
the subleasors name, I would
have to pay to have the telephone
re-installed at a total cost of $20.
Since I didn’t have sufficient
funds to cover the cost of reinstalling the phone, I went

Letter to the Editor

Mano a Mano (hand at hand, or
hand to hand, both literal translations)
can have several
meanings to as many people, none
of which might not find a
similarity at least in spirit of the
meaning if not literal translations.
Miss (Mrs.) Branford has
chosen to look at the column
strictly from a literal and "professional" point of view rather than
from an informed and understanding viewpoint.
No one will argue the fact that
the column is not written in the
"style" and professional standards of the Spartan Daily. That
has never been the intention of
either the writers or the supporters of the column.
Whether or not the column
represents the "Chicano voice" on
campus would seem to be the subject of some sort of survey taken
by the person most concerned
about it. At this time we know of
no Chicanos on campus who are
doubtful of the column’s
representation but in all horesty,
no doubt some names could be
found.
However, the same question
could be raised about the Spartan
Daily as a whole on whether or
not it represents the student voice
on campus and whether or not
students are "proud to have this
kind of representation."
It is not true that Mano a Mano
does not inform the campus of
Chicano activities, as Miss (Mrs.)
Bradford states, one only has to
read it to know that it does.
lithe colum does in fact inform
"friends, neighbors, and roommates that they still have space in
the editorial page of the Spartan
Daily," as Miss (Mrs.) Bradford
stated, what is wrong with that?
We find it difficult to follow the
logic or the implications of that
statement.
With regards to the questions

raised by Miss (Mrs.) Bradford,
concerning Mexican-American,
Spanish-American, and Chicano
students, we would seriously like
to address ourselves. All we ask
is that our article not be cut.
An exaggerated use of the
hyphen (-) helps to understand
the three distinct but similar
groups used in Miss (Mrs.)
Bradford’s comment: Spanish,
Mexican, and Chicano. To these
three groups it is necessary to add
another to gain a better
understanding of what the
Chicano experience involves, not
the least of which is awarness of
Indian or
our heritage,the
Nati vo Americano (Native
American).
With the invasion of the
Spaniards in the New World
catholicism, exploitation, and
subjugation of the Indian
followed. Eventually Spanish
and Indian blood mixed and the
"Mestizo" was born who later
fought for independence from
Spain.
Later the Mestizo being neither
Spanish nor Indian, for he had
two cultures from which to draw
on including two or more
languages, chose to identify
himself as a new national
charactera Mexicano.
Mexico went through a great
number of revolutions centered
around land reform. During
these periods many Mexicans
moved further North. With the
combination of already existing
Southwestern Native Americans
and Spanish decendants,
especially in the New Mexico
area, blood continued to mix.
Hence the very noticable similar
differences found in the bronze
people. Briefly, because of space
limitations, we will attempt to
cover a few of the problems
bronze people face in their fight
for self-determination.
When one talks about the
people of Aztlan, La Ram, their
can be no doubt that these
members now make up the
second largest minority in this
country. How many of these
people call themselves Chicanos?
The only people who deny
Chicanismo are the misinformed
and those who have been

I’m not sure what solution to
offer for this hassle, because I
agree with tax resistors (if the
excise tax was used to fund the
Vietnam War). I am sure that
even though resistors are not now
prosecuted under the law, the
phone company is sure to follow
them for years to come and this is
certainly another form of
prosecution. I do hope, however,
that the phone company will not
continue to charge innocent
phone applicants for the "crimes"
of others.
Lee Dickason

Another U.S. Withdrawal

Chicanos attack criticism of column
Editor:
Appearing on March 2, was a
"staff comment" by Spartan
Daily reporter Charlotte Bradford concerning a Chicano
column titled, "Mano a Mono" or
Hand in Hand.

without a phone for the summer.
Soon the phone company began
sending me little notices
concerning the previous phone
user. Where was he? Why didn’t
he pay his taxes? Finally a company representative, finding me
uncooperative, called on the
apartment manager and obtrained my sublessor’s address.

"educated" entirely in Anglo
schools with no outside
experience with other members
of their own race where they
might identify. We cannot go into
detail here about the role that
urbanization has played in this
phenomenon except to say the
serious inquirer would do well to
study that aspect.
Many people of the bronze race
feel they should be striving for
the modern bourgeois society, individuality on a competitive
basis, and hard work, for some
far off vague dream of success.
Often times these people suffer
interpersonal conflicts. These
conflicts are manifested
everyday on people they meet
particularly with members of
their primary groupthe family.
The source of this conflict is
evident at an early age and is
often times aided by the
uneducated, misinformed, or so
called "educated" parents.
Too many times institutions in
this country have conditioned
Chicanos to believe that a person
with white skin is superior and
that as a member of a bronze race
or mixed race he will always be
inferior.
If there are any "small demanding groups" as Miss (Mrs.) Bradford referred to Chicanos,
organize and make your voice
heard for many times it is these
small demanding groups who
have brought about the most
change for the benefit of all
whether they identify or not.
Jaime Quijas is alive and doing
fairly well with carnales and
carnalas (brothers and sisters) in
San Jose. The information he has
to impart to his people is important.
The fact that his articles are not
in the style of an Stewart Alsop,
Uncle Sam, or Daily reporter,
does not mean that his column is
not representative. Mr. Quijas is
none of these people.
He is a Mexicano, Nativo
Americana, Indio, Espanol,
Latino, Raze, Hispano, Mestizo,
and all those literal translations, - - - a CHICANO.
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan
(MECHA) - SJSU

Staff Comment

Police use fear syndrome
My two teen-agers had just left
for high school 15 minutes before
the phone rang.
The voice was ominous and
strange.
"This is the police. Are you the
owner of a blue 1965 Chevrolet?
"Yes, what is it? What’s
happened?"
"It’s been involved in a hit run
accident," the voice was heavy
and controlled.
My heart pounded alarmingly
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nourrainn. Ken Him, Tom Chenoult. Hobert
laitiery Paul Dunn. Albert Gaitiola. Wade Howell.
lion Morton. Mike

and I swayed feeling faint. I
visualized my children lying
slaughtered or maimed on the
highway.
"What is it, who’s been hurt? Is
it my children? Are my children
all right?" I asked anxiously.
"Yes, they’re all right. But a girl
was driving. She has long hair
and is about 17. Is that your
daughter?" continued the voice.
"Yes, but what’s happened? Is
someone else hurt?" My voice
sounded pitched toward a
scream.
"Oh, no one is hurt," came back
a surprised voice with a laugh.
"It’s just a minor accident with a
small scratch on one of the cars.
I blasted the policeman for his
delivery. But it points to a typical
example of how the police handle
their phone calls.
If I had problems with a weak
heart it could have proved more
fatal. And it leads to some questions.
Why do the police constantly
encourage the fear syndrome?
Why must they place
themselves in the position where
dealing with power exceeds
realistic situations?
And why must they manipulate
people to perform to their
designs?
The police are supposedly
beaming in on a new visionto
interrelate meaningfully while
gaining respect from the rest of
society.
They are changing their image
through TV shows and
advertising features where we
see them perform various tasks
with children. They exude
warmth and a love for the
uniform which they hope will
manifest itself to the children as
they grow into an adult society.
The idea is commendable and
the goal behind it no doubt
sincere
But it would be of
greater value if law enforcement
schools started early to change
the image in terms of courtesy
and understanding at all levels,
starting with telephone calls.
Peg Bennett
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Campus station to fold?

Board deliberates KSJS fate

108 prisoners
to be released
By AN GUSTINA
Compiled from The Associated Press
WASHINGTONAnother 108 treed prisoners ol war will
land at Clark Air Base in the Philippines this week. The
American servicemen will be released by North Vietnam
tomorrow.
The Viet Gong promised to hand over to the U.S. another list
today of about 30 Americans captured in South Vietnam. They
are scheduled for release Thursday in Hanoi.
The two groups are among the 286 Americans still held by the
Communist side. Their release will complete about 75 per cent of
he release of American prisoners. The last group is lobe freed by
March 28.

Nixon staff excused from testimony
WASHINGTONPres. Nixon said yesterday that it will be
his policy to decline any request by Congress for an appearance
by a member or former member of his personal staff to testify
before a congressional committee.
He defined his executive privilege after the issue had become
controversial in recent months through investigations into the
bugging and break-in of the Democratic National Headquarters
fit the Watergate.
However. Nixon also said it would be his policy to provide all
relevant information to any congressional committee through informal contacts between his staff and committer members.

Lk:
Boo Donal,
Gardening is a new feature in the Spartan Bookstore. Pat
Hampton recently examined a small pine tree liner:::
primroses on display. The new section. enclosed by a .;.;
.:;*. redwood frame, features a wide variety of potted plants,
terrarium kits, herb garden kits, vegetable and flower
seeds, and books on gardening and plant care Harry
Wineroth. bookstore manager. said that part of his job Is to
otter new and interesting merchandise
:::
: :::.::::
: :
:

Corona family attends Mass
San loseans jammed a Mass
attended Sunday by the family
of Juan Corona.

Roles of Chicanas
’continue changing’
By BARBARA FRENCH
It took a few minutes to get
the small crowd of 40 people
Thursday.
last
organized
Celia. associate professor of
the School of Social Work, did
not want to start until a circle
was formed.
"I don’t like lecturing in
rows," she said as she moved
another chair in the S.U.
Umunhum room. "I like to get
people involved instead of just
listening."
Chicane roles
Miss Medina, the first
speaker in a series of three
planned by the Women’s
Studies department. talked
about the role of a woman in
Mexican -American
the
culture.
Her speech. "The Chicane."
dealt with the changes that
Chicano women have -gone
through and will have to continue to go through, to free
themselves.
"The young Chicane
(Mexican-American woman)
Is going to have to take a great
many chances and do things
she doesn’t necessarily want
to do," she said.
She illustrated her point
with the example of a
woman
Mexican-American
who currently is teaching
elementary school in
Pittsburg. California.
Next year the woman is
giving up her job to go and help
Cesar Chavez in his struggle
tor the farm worker.
"She is giving up the necessities life to live on $5 a week
in a communal situation." Mrs.
Medina said.
Asks tor reactions
The instructor from the
newly named School of Social
Work, conducted the hourlong discussion in a general
y.
She would speak for a few
minutes and then ask for reactions. Her favorite line was
"...and now I’d like to hear
what you think."
Her ideas of the impact of
the Catholic Church on the

New class
opens soon
Open and now accepting
late add students is "Decision
Making in a Cybernectic
Society" scheduled Tuesdays
and Thursdays at noon. This
class will be in Engineering
331 and otters two units of
credit.
All interested students are
invited to go tor further information to Business Tower
Room 257 or to phone 277341.18.

I oodii(
"Medi, sod the People" eerie@ presents
Niro. k Foos. edoter and erganizer of
Sundae.- newspaper Fes will speak
on Home Economics Room 5 ei 9.30 a.m.
ffillfi Departmest of Metwealegy will
present a special seminar featuring
Marie Giovinetio, anociete professor of
podenclimetalogy at the University of
(Alberni@ at Berkeley. This seminar will
be held In D.H. 815 at 3,15 p.m.
Refreshments will be served.
Cass Manske will meet in the Foreign
Lang NBA at 4 p.m.
Camps. Cams/oh, Christ will hold a
special meetina tonight at 7:30 in the
Forel Methodist Church. st Fifth and
Santa Clara if i-Otis.
11151.1 Itailast Medial India will meet et
7,30 p.m. in the tall. Coetanoon Room.
"La Twee de Isseakiess de Comings" will
.oppear In the FLU. Loins Prieto Ballroom
.0 7 30 p.m. Admieolon .81.
sympMew Orableges CINDOMPII The
,vmphony Decimetre will smear in
oncert featuring thee* student soloists
student composer. No admission
’horse for this special presentation

ii

traditional role of the Chicane
were varied.
"Way back in the 14th century," she said, "when the
Arabs came to Spainthat
tradition had more impact on
the role of the woman than the
church."
She said the Arabian
concepts project "a harem kind
of thing where the woman is
out of sight, fulfilling the home
role" if still carried on today.
The church provided a communal meaning, though. and
"a feeling of oneness with one
another," she added.
Stereotyping
The stereotype that the
Chicano, male or female,
should be on welfare and that
they can’t aspire to do
anything better, was the one
topic of conversation the
group kept coming back to.
A San lose State University
junior, Priscilla Munoz, when
questioned about how she
decided to come to college
said, "It certainly wasn’t
my high school
through
counselor. "He wanted me to
become a beautician, even
though my grades were better
than average."
"The same was true of my
high school counselor," said
Mrs. Medina, "He put on a
you’ve -got -your -nerve attitude when I said I wanted to
go to college."
"If everybody’s perspective
is in one direction," she asked,
"how can any Chicano move
ahead?"
The problem was then
moved into the home of a
family
Mexican-American
and how often the Chicano
about
fantacized
has
male
what a family should be, according to the books.
"The problem," the instructor stressed, "is those
situations don’t really exist.
The reality of the Chicane
going out to work then breaks
down the Chicano male."
Spanish language
The language ol the Spanish
people is a part of their
tradition and can create if
problem also, Mrs. Medina
pointed out.
With the structure of the
language, it is possible for the
individual to remove himself
from the situation. In other
words a situation was "taken
care of for me and I had
nothing to do with it."
Placing the adjective before
the noun has a way of accepting things as they are, Mrs.
Medina said.
One of the three males
present commented that he
respects
the
outspoken
woman because she seems
and atmore intelligent
tractive. "It is only when she

which will be held in Con.rt Hell at 11.15
p m.
Slat, Ca-rea will meet in PER 271st 810
AT
Tax edview Willis., Bui ler will speak on
income tax problem. at 12:3010 I he 11.11.
I imunhum Room.
Spartan Spears will meet at 310 p.m. in
the Student Activities Office. Election of
new officer, will be the motor item of
bust nem
Inlet Effort Gaffes Hews will sponsor an
oopen euditoon this evening from 7 until
I.
Wednesday
Moak Talk Dr Selma Burkew will
review The Needle’s Eye" by Margaret
Drabble in Spartan Cafeteria Room A at
1130
Weihmesday Claes. will present "The
Boy@ in the Band" in I he Morris Dailey
Auditorium al 3:30 p.m. nd et 7:30 pm
Admission is 50 cents.
NW Mari Coffee Hams will host a
special epsahetil dinner. All you coin eat
for 750.515 from 5pm. until 8 p.m. Tony
Dennis and Dirty Butler are the stow
enierteinment from 5 until ii pm.

report on KS1S/EM by Frank
’I’. McCann. acting coordinator
of instructional television
center.
The report was presented to
describe KSIS.
"Al best it’s a toya
nothing," said Dr. Peter M.
Buzanski, who served as
chairman of campus I’M committee. and spoke informally
before the campus Communications Board.
"I think of it as a toy. It’s not
a real radio system. It was
conceived as a training vehicle
tor student instruction."
recalled Dr. Buzanski, who is
also associate dean of history.
"Originally. it was
purposely given a low wattage. (KSIS can broadcast 85
watts of power ranging about

Why is the fate of KSIS/FM
90.7 under consideration by
the campus Communications
Board?
For almost ten years the
campus has had an M radio
station, and for ten years its
existence has been shaky.
Where KS1S is headed no
one knows.
The board met last week to
discuss KSIS’s probable
future or its possible demise.
years faculty
"Some
leadership has been strong
and effective: other years,
non-existent.
"Programming patterns
have ranged from endless and
unvaried flow of ’hard -rock’
music and amateur Dl’s to
carefully planned community
service formats," states a

bocomes forceful that I feel
threatened." said John
Sheafer, 26.
The Thursday the second
series speaker, MarjorieCraig,
acting associate dean of
student services, will lead a
discussion on "The Black
Woman." It will start at 12:30
p.m. in the S.U. Umunhum
room and is open lathe public.

The Mass was celebrated
at the Sacred Heart Church at
Willow and Palm streets.
Attending were Corona’s wife,
mother, brothers and four
daughters. Corona was convicted Ian. 18, of the mass
killings in Yuba City.
Alfredo Monies, director of
the Juan Corona Defense Fund,
told the congregation, "We are
never going to assign guilt to
Juan Corona." Monies. a Yuba
City businessman, expressed
his faith in American principles but said, "When the
nation takes away the right to
must
we
justice,
tight... united."
At a reception following the
Mass, Monies continued
speaking about the Corona
trial saying the evidence
against the Yuba City labor

cuntractor was incomplete. He
reviewed
several
alleged
flaws in the prosecution’s case
and asked that more "concrete
evidence be brought out
before a re-trial takes place.
A petition was passed
asking that a re-trial be
granted. Although there was
no plea tor donations, the
defense lund received several
spontaneous donations, according to one church member.
The co-chairmen of the
defense fund in Santa Clara
County are San lose State
University student George
Carrasco and Cypriano Montoya, a student at Santa Clara
University.
Montoya decried the
California
prison
system
which he said has incarcerated
too many Chicanos.
"Juan Corona is important

Says Dr. Nash

’Wilderness needed’
By LINDA MALLIGO
In the wilderness, human
beings are stripped of their
artificial protection and gain
knowledge of their true
relationship to nature. Man is
alien in the wilderness and he
learns lobe humble.
To Dr. Rod Nash, environmental author and historian, these are some of the
make
which
reasons
preservation of the American
wilderness essential. Dr. Nash
spoke to an Environmental
Wednesday
class
Studies
night.
"Wilderness has tended to
take a back seat in the environmental and conservation
movements." stated Dr. Nash.
"People have figured that with
the problems of the cities and
overpopulation, concern over
wilderness is like trying to
arrange deck chairs on the
Titanic. It’s going down
anyway."
Dr. Nash believes we need
wilderness to bring us back
from the arrogance of
technology to the beauty and
awe of life.

He quoted the prophet
Isaah, who in the Old Testament asserted, "Woe unto
him who lays house to house
until man has no place alone to
stand on the face of the earth."
Tiw wilderness experience
is considered by many to be
therapeutic. The wild country
is an anecdote to mind
pollution, and according to Dr.
Nash. mind pollution must be
cleaned up before any other
kind of pollution can be attacked.
A slide show of some of Dr.
Nash’s
own
wilderness
experiences provided some
emphasis to this idea.
He showed some pictures of
raver runs down the rapids of
the Grand Canyon and said," It
feels like a hummingbird being
flushed down a toilet. The
river is so powerful and it is
completely in control."
But Dr. Nash thinks the
wilderness experience is
becoming much too popular
these days. "The woilderness
is being loved to death," he
said, "not by its enemies but
by its friends. The woods are
being overrun and the quality

SUBG plans action

of the experience is
depreciating."
A recommendation that Dr.
Nash has made to help remedy
this situation is that the
National Parks Service put
restrictions on the number of
people allowed to go into
wilderness areas.
Although he admitted this
type of plan might be considered elitist by some
Americans, Dr. Nash believes
the majority will favor such a
program of quotas out of
"respect for the integrity of the
wilderness experience.
"There is value in
civilization," Dr. Nash stated.
"We need the canyons of glass
and steel like New York City,
and we need those like the
Grand Canyon. We must find a
middle way between the two
worlds."
Dr. Nash is the co-founder
and co-chairman of the EnStudies
vironmental
Department at the University
of California at Santa Barbera,
and has written a total of nine
environmental books including the Sierra Club’s book
on the Grand Canyon.
He was brought to San lose
State University by means of a
grant from the John Muir
Institute, and environmental
int ormat i on organization.

today," he said, "because the
evidence against our brother is
not certain."
According to Pedro Corona,
Juan’s brother, the Mass was
also attended by representatives from La Raze Unida,
San Jose Soccer League, Club
Latino, Comision Honorifica
Mexicans, Club Aztec Yuba
City and Marysville, and
Mexican -American
Community Organization.

a three mile circle.)
"II has never been funded I.
the university. Student body
lunds have been used to support the station. Some years
1(515 has received money. and
some years it has received zero
dollars," from the student
body) said Dr. kluzanski.
"At present there is literally
no policy direction." claims
the
McCann
report.
"Periodically since 1963 IRS1S’s beginning) attempts have
been made to establish policy
making entities without
success."
In 1968, the first F.M. committee was established by the
Academic Council and was to
be appointed by the president
ol the campus.
"Some years if was not even
appointed." states the McCann
report. "As a consequence,
various individuals and agencies filled the gap on a
haphazard, undirected basis."
the report continued.
"Dr. Clarence Flick of the
drama
department,
in
particular, struggled for a
number of years to serve as
both faculty manager and
policy maker, "the report adds.
Overall, "lack of time, lack
of interest, and lack of funds,"
paramount KSIS’s problems.
Four alternatives are open to
the Communications Board on
March 22 meeting.
The board may agree to:
Reassign the license IThc,

oulol slop the station from
over the open
Continue the
present
basic operation with improvements.
Increase station power
and service.
Make specific changes to
qualify for Corporation for
Public Broadcast Assistance.
Presently the board’s finel
decision is up in the air. It will
meet again March 22.

IRA speech
on Thursday
Dennis
Cassin,
now
traveling on behalf of the Irish
Republican Movement, will
speak in the S.U. Ballroom
’I’hursday at noon.
Cassin is a member of the
executive council ot the
Northern Command of the Oflicial Irish RepublicanArmy
I IRA I. He will receive a total of
M122.50 for his visit.
Cassin was first jailed in
196(1 on suspicion of being a
member ot
an illegal
organization the IRA). He
also spend a year at Long Kesh
prison in Northern Ireland.
Cassin now serves on the
executive councils of the
Northern Ireland Civil Rights
Association and the Long Kesh
Prisoners Union.

Spanish-speaking, married
laymen sought as deacons
By PEG BENNETT
San lose Spanish Americans
have a special talent that’s
wanted by the heirarchy of the
Catholic Church.
For the first time in the
Archdiocese of San Francisco,
married laymen are being
ordained permanent deacons.
This makes them ordained
ministers of the Church to
serve in a number of functions.
The deacons will preach.
distribute communion, baptize and minister at funerals.
In the area of education.
they can direct religious
programs, adult education and
marriage preparation courses.
Other duties will be
counseling, social work, home
visitation and charity work.
Leaders of the Church
recognize a particular need for
the diaconate program in
Santa Clara Co unt y because of
its large Spanish American
population.
Only Spanish speaking candidates are admitted to the
program. They will function
as a bridge between the priests
and the community.
Priests are beginning to
understand the need for
experience when relating to
speaking
Spanish
the
congregations.
"The ministry for too long
has been composed of male
celibates with intellectual
training. Today there is a need
to change," said Father
William F. Cannagan, pastor
of St. Patrick’s Church.
Nearly all the men have been
active in their various parish
organizations and will continue during their two years
training.
Most of f hem will assumc

duties while maintaining their
regular jobs.
Funds and support for the
program spring from many
sources including the Priest’s
Senate.

Participating in the training
will be priests, sisters, professors, psychologists and social
workers. Fourteen San Jose
men are involved. Only two
are unmarried.

Garza to speak
in Almaden Rm.
Al Garza, who is seeking reelection to the San lose City
council, will speak March 15
in the S.U. Almaden Room at
12:30 p.m. The speech is being
sponsored by the MexicanAmerican Graduate Studies
Dept.
Garza, 35, graduated from
San lose State University in
1968 with an AB in social
science. He is a 25 year
resident of San Jose and active
in many community activities
council
outside
his
obligations. He serves on the
President’s Advisory Board to
SISU.

Some of Garza’s special
interests are in better housing,
police
protection.
transportation, tax relief and
environmental improvement.
He thinks that the street
situation at SISU is in need of
attention.
A coordinated board of city
planners, engineers and
representatives of the school
would be able to work things
out in his opinion.
Garza hopes to be able to
continue working towards improvement of the San lose
community, "I want to bring it
all together."

200 CENTS

on new state lease Student orchestra 1
The Student Union Board of
Governors took action on applying for renewal of its
expired lease in Tuesday’s
meeting.
The lease which expired in
January was a two-year lease.
Bill Allison. Auxiliary
manager,
Enterprises
suggested that the new lease
should be f or a longer period.
perhaps three to live years.
S.U. Director Ron Barrett
said the Student Union is a
recognized corporation and it
leases the building from the
state of California.
John Yeu, A.S. board
program chairman, requested
that the lease run four years.
and the board agreed.
Barrett said, "the only
changes on the lease are the
name change from College
Union to Student Union, and
San lose State College to

California State llniversiti,
San lose."
Barrett added that after the
board approves the lease, it is
channeled to the Spartan
Foundation for approval. from
there it is sent to Chancellor
Glenn Dumke’s of ficeand then
to Sacramento for final approval.
Allison said that the
Student Union building is
leased from the state of
California for $10 per year.
Barrett indicated that the
lease contains a cancellation
clause if the S.U. Board
changes its mind on any items
on the lease, or changes its
mind on the expiration date.
He said, "the Student Union
has had friendly cooperation
from the foundation and can
ask for amendment to change
the duraiion of tire..
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rung, assistant professor of
music.
Included in the program will
be the "Concerto for Cello in C
Major" by Haydn with Crispin
Campbell on solo cello.
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Japanese gory movies hook fans

Theater offers realistic, ethnic entertainment
By JOYCE YAMASHITA
"Lao you come tor the blood?"
asked David Nakamura,
owner of San Jose’s first
Japanese theater.
"It’s natural in the context
it the plot.- he explained.
dapanese movies deal with
gory scenes more realistically
than American moveis. Some
people do come for the gore
and violence." he said.
The 13-week-old Camera
One. 366 S. First St.,
specializes in the unique
entertainment fare of fast -action, sword -wheeling samurai
movies. It is the latest attempt
to re-establish an "art- house
in San lose that "appeals to
people deep in culture.- according to Nakamura.
Bloody scenes and fasterthan-lightening swordplay are
not the only features that attract movie patrons.
"The viewers like the plots
and stores because they’re
last -moving and pretty easy to
understand," Nakamura said.
"And Japanese movies are
known for their technically
superior cinematography and
special effects." he added.
One difference between
lapanese and American film
stories is the hero is usually
the best swordsman,
Nakamura said. Most samurai
movies’ plots are classics.
based unhistorical events and

people, and are placed in population, decided to settle in
downtown San lose.
colorful eras.
"Close to 80 per cent of the
"There really were some
samurai who could handle 50 audience are lung -haired
attackers at one time. It was college students.- he said.
probably because the 50 guys "rhis type of film appeals to
just got in each other’s way." people who are becoming
he said.
culturally-aware.
Students
Another difference between are now more interested in
American
lapanese and
Asian things and foreign
movies is the casual exposure movies," said Nakamura.
Although Nakamura, a third
of a man’s buttocks or a nude
womanbut no kissing
Japanese generation
"The Japanese have always American
Sansei), was
been more realistic about primarily aiming for the SJSU
bodily functions, even from 20 student to support the theater,
years ago in films." said he also wanted to add cultural
Nakamura.
entertainment for the older
"Seeing these movies is like and younger Japanese coma disease with some people. munity.
They see one and then come
"The Sansei are becoming so
back every week.- he said. "I Americanized that most of
know some patrons who them can’t speak or read
haven’t missed one movie so Japanese. They might learn
far."
some by the Japenese movie,"
Nakamura. a Santa Clara he said.
Valley electronics executive.
"Audience attendance was
said getting the idea to open an pretty bad at first,- said
ethnic movie house was a Nakamura, "but it’s im"spur of the moment thing."
proving." Nakamura feels the
Once hooked on the movie trend will last because
Japanese movie, he would people are becoming aware of
drive to San Francisco just to other cultures outside their
see the (formerly -named) own continents. Toho theater’s offerings, the
The theater with a 288
only other Japanese theater in seating capacity, serves free
northern California.
Japanese tea and has two subNakamura researched the titled movies per showing.
type of patron who frequented
"I try to feature the best
the Toho and after checking known pictures as well as the
Japanese ones that have done well in Los
Jose’s
San

Angeles and Hawaii,- he said.
Many of the imported
movies are one to 15 years old,
the
but
said,
he
cinematography is still above
average.
"Chushingura and Yojimbo.
the most famous and popular
films in Japan, are both about
15 years old." he said.
Nakamura is net thinking ol

PM! Gould

Flowers tell story of anti -war thoughts

’Tripping’ magazine offers
free advice for travelers
By ARDIE CLARK
Vacationing in Europe this
surrither?
The spring issue of -Tripping" is now available with
hints on how to plan a trip, cut
costs and avoid hassles with
border guards and customs officials.
"Tripping- is a semi-annual
magazine published by
Student Services West. Inc. of
San Jose. As a guide to student
travelers, it is available free at
the information desks in the
Student Union and the Administration Building.
The thesis of the current issue is that European travel is
an individual experience. Each
person gets something
different out of it.
Therefore. it advises that
although a rough outline of
what one wants to see is
helpful, it should not be strictly followed.
"Leave your deadlines and
timetables home. They’ll only
frustrate you. A schedule
gives you a direction and
starts you moving, but it has
very little to do with what will
actually happen." the
magazine reports.
-Tripping- advises that
guide books have a similar
function. They can give
someone a place to start and a
general guide to tall back on,
but they usually send a
traveler to the most crowded
places. Side roads are stated
as often leading to rich
experiences with the country’s
beauty, people and customs.
Obtaining Passports
In addition, the magazine
states where:100 how to get a
passport. It is quickest to got
a passport agent (located
San Francisco or Los Angeles
although most cities 1110.,
someone who is authorized to
perform the function.
Prior to applying for a
passport, a person should obtain proof of citizenship, two
passport -size pictures (no
smaller than two -and-onehalf by two-and -one -halt inches or larger than three by
three inches) and identification.
The cost of a passport is SM.
plus a 52 processing lee.
Also, students are advised
that although innoculations
are not currently required for
travel in Western Europe,
smallpox and cholera shots
are sometimes necessary for
summer travel in Spain.
Requirements vary according to season and country:
therefore, it is best to contact
the local count!, health
department for specific information.
-Tripping" offers numerous
tips on documents available

for receiving discounts on air
fares, train fares and youth
hotel rates.
Advice on bus, bicycle and
motorcycle travel is also
given.
Hitchhiking is stated as the
best means of developing a
good sense of a country and for
inexpensive adventure. It has
some drawbacks, however,
such as rain, the language
barrier soda lack of assurance
of getting where you want to
go when you want,
Female hitchhikers warned
The female hitchhiker is
lorewarned that she will
seldom be accepted or
respected in Europe. She
should always allow herself
the option of refusing a ride.
Whenever possible, she should
not hitch alone and should not
wear shorts or miniskirts.
In general the student
traveler can expect to find the
Europeans very friendly and
hospitable. The magazine says
Europeans are very honest and
tor the most part will not
accept money they do not feel
they have earned.
However. ripoffs do happen.
"Tripping- states that part of
It is due to other tourists and
because an American carries
an image of being rich.
On the other hand. "Violence
in the streets is pretty much an
American thing. You will be
sale on city streets in Europe
at any time in most places."
Personal
,ippearance is
stated as not much of an issue.

It is sponsored by San Jose
State University’s Student’s
International
Meditation
Society (SIMS), a non-profit,
educational organization.
SC1, founded by Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi (of Beatles’
lame) is the knowledge of the
nature, origin, range, growth
and application of man’s
treatise intelligence.
The practical application if

SCI to gain full use of the
mind’s potential is achieved
through
Transcendental
Meditation (TM). according to
Christine Klyce, teacher of TM
and member of SIMS’

"TrA

is a simple. effortless
mental technique which
provides profound rest for the
whole body and mind." she
said.

"I would lost my regular
customers.- he said. "and there
are too many other theaters in
this area fur me to compete for
the modern American or

Japanese movie audience.The two-year-old theater
used to be a porno house and
"people keep thinking I’m in
that business." said
Nakamura.
"Once I got a pornographic
trailer of hardcore stuff. but I
sent it back and told them ’I
only show Japanese movies’."

This action scene shows what movie fans come back for

Science of Creative Intelligence display
currently open to public in Student Union
An exhibition and display
on the Science of Creative
Intelligence ISCI) will be set
up today through Thursday on
the second level of the Student
Union from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

branching out extensively to
include modern Japanese
movies, some of which are
either tear-jerkers or
pornographic.

Only ten per cent ol the
mind is used by most people
and ’I’M will enable the
meditator to make use of the
other 90 per cent, she said.
Miss Klyce. a SISU art
graduate, will offer free introductory lectures on T51
techniques, March 22 and
every two weeks thereaftei, itt
I1\111 tot tram H-10 p.m.

STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT SILVA TEXACO
WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS
PARKING
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IR=

’CO

SINCE 1936
d S

4th - close to L.:SUSJ library

When hitchhiking it helps to
be neat and clean, but "long
hair and beards are seldom a
problem."
That is, once inside a country. anyone is fine. However,
border guards can be a
problem. "You’re more likely
to be searched if you look a little freaky."
Morocco is used as an example of difficult entry. If a
person’s hair is longer than his
passport shows, he may have
to cut it before he can continue.
Similarly, beards may be a
d problem in Spain. "But again,
most of the problems will
come from establishment
types: border guards, the
police, and once in a while
from a hotel or restaurant
keeper."
Drug use is stated as a
definite "no" in most countries. Holland is still relatively
open, but most places are very
strict. Convictions for the use
or sale of drugs often result in
heavy sentences.
For the most part, travelers
can expect no more than a few
stares. A backpack or hiking
boots are usually enough to
cause people to stop and look.
But this is only curiosity, says
the magazine.
In short, -Tripping" has considerable information for the
prospective student traveler.
Questions not answered by
the articles may be forwarded
to Student Services West, Inc.
on a postcard enclosed in the
center of the magazine.

Morton, Fallis
awards offered
Applications for two $200
scholarships for the 1973-74
academic year are available in
the Financial Aids Office, according to William Fox, financial aids counselor. To qualify
tor the John Morton
Scholarship, a student must be
a sophomore during the period
of the scholarship and have a
parent who is a current
Hewlett Packard employee.
’the Irvin M. Fallis

Memorial Scholarship for environmental health requires
an upper division status and a
major in environmental
health.
Applications for both
scholarships are available in
the Financial Aid Office. The
forms must be submitted by
April 20 for the Morton
Scholarship, and May 1 for the
Hillis Memorial Scholarship

MARRIED
The standard of Life Insurance
at Lo -prices
510,00044 26 per month
$25,000-$9 36 per month
550.000411.99 per month
5100,000-522.22 per month
send to. D Larson Holmes 2995 Moorpark San Jose
age 20

Name
address
phones

age

zip

best time to call

These three young men just made the
discovery of a lifetime.The oldest is 34.
Remember when young people could get ahead in business simply by growing old? It was a good system for
those with a little talent and slot of patience, but today’s
technology moves too fast to wait for seniority.
At Kodak, our extensive involvement in basic research
has made the need for fresh, young thinking more pressing than ever. So we hire the best new talent we possibly
can. Then we do both of us a favor by turning them loose
on real problems, and giving them the freedom and responsibility they need to solve them.
That’s how three Kodak scientists in their early thirties just made a breakthrough in liquid lasers, developing an organic dye laser with a continuous beam. Their

NI

discovery means more than just it new kind of laser. It
means a whole range of new laser applications, in fields
f Tom medicine to communications.
It was the kind of discovery most men and women
work a lifetime for. Yet these young men still hove most
of their lifetimes ahead of them.
Why do we give young men and women at, much freedom and responsibility? Because it’s good business, and
we’re in business to make 11 profit. But in furthering our
own business interests, we also further society’s interests. And that’s good.
After all, our business depends on society. St
enre
what’ happens to it.

Kodak

More than a business.
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Dan Kida - All American

Varsity
baseball

NCAA’s- tough test
By PAUL STEWART
By brushing filth in the National Collegiate Athletic Association finals. Dan Kids. 118 pound grappler for San Jose State
University. became the first All-American wrestler in Spartan
history.
Kida, along with three other Spartan wrestlers, Oscar Trevino,
126 pounds: Tim Kerr, 158 pound and *Donl.lonnell Jackson,
heavyweight, represented the PacificCoast Athletic Association
in the NCAA finals last week at the University of Washington.

All-American Dan Kida

We had our best showing ever," said SISU mentor Terry Kerr.
and we accomplished our season goals."
’rhe sandy -haired coach was referring to the Spartan’s
preseason aspiration of winning the PCAA I which they did by
beating Fresno State University), and gaining All-American
honors (which Kida did).
Kids faced Steve Hart of Oregon in the first round of the single
elimination tourney, and defeated him 7-2 in overtime. He was
then downed 4-0 by Dan Sherman of Iowa, and moved on to the
consolation bracket.
Kida then defeated Everett Gomez of Oklahoma State 5-4. Stan
Opp of South Dakota 1 1-3 and lack Spates of Slippery Rock 11-4.
The Spartan matman was then defeated by Jim Brown of
Michigan 4-2 in the semi-finals of the consolation round. Kida
finished fifth by default of his opponent in the final match.
According to NCAA rules, the first six finishers in a weight
division are accorded All-American honors.
Oscar Trevino faced Ron Glass of Iowa State in his initial
round and was pinned. He lost to Dave Wendell of Virginia 10-4
in his second match. as Glass went on to win the 126 pound
crown.
Tim Kerr, who has battled a viral infection all season. was
withdrawn by coach Kerr during his first match, when his lungs
tilled with fluid.
It was a disappointing culmination for Kerr’s wrestling carer’
at 5150. Huwever, he will return to a post as an assistant wres
fling coach for the Spartans next year.
Heavyweight Donnell Jackson faced Joel Kislin of Hofstra in
his first match and was defeated 6-0. Jackson then faced Jeff
Class of Nebraska in the consolation bracket and blanked him 70. Kislin is currently ranked sixth in the nation by the NCAA.
Jackson then moved on to meet Dave Simonson of Minnesota
and tied him 2-2 at the end of regulation time. The grapplers
remained deadlocked 0-0 at the end of the overtime period and
Simonson received the victory on a judges decision.
"I was very proud of all our guys," commented Kerr.
"especially of the fact that none of them quit out there:’
Kerr lauded all his grapplers for their effort and dedication this
past season. citing Dean Prescott as a potential star in the 158
pound bracket for the Spartans.
The second-year coach also pointed out that Kids and Jackson
are both juniors and should have repeat appearances in the
NCAA’s, along with a larger contingent from SISU.
Iowa State won the meet with a score of 85 points, followed by
Oregon State 72.5 and Michigan with 59.5.

Gymnasts win finale
By RAY MORRISON
Winning five of six events.
the Spartan gymnastic team
whipped UC-Santa Barbara,
Saturday, in Spartan Gym
149.80-136.20 in the final
Pacific Coast Athletic Association contest of the
season.
San lose State University
gymnastic ace Bill Barnwell
captured the all-around title
with 47.70 points followed
closely by teammates John
Cameron (45.25) and George
Hadres (42.00).
Barnwell, a senior, finished
his last home appearance with
second places in the long horse
18.80) and parallel bars (8.40)
and fourth in the floor exercise
(8.30).
"I’m pleased
with our
performance but we’re still
live points off our potential.’
said SJSU coach Rea Anders.
-1’he squad was too tense until
it got into the still rings."
Anders was referring to the
previous event, the side horse
which SISU only scored 21.50
points compared to 25 to 26
points each in the ot her events.
Frank Sahlein copped the
floor exercise with an 8.75
showing followed by Ken
Linney’s 8.55.
SISU gave one of its best
performances in the still rings
with Steve McCormick 19.251,
Cliff Williamson (9.00) and
Barnwell (8.40). This set a new
record for the ring event with
26.25 points.
The
Spartans
also

Intramural
spring sport
registration
Registrations or intramural
tennis, volleyball, and softball
(last and slow pitch) are now
being taken at the Student Activities Office, west of the
Student Union.
All of these activities are
open to both women and men.
Softball (fastpitchl registration ends March 19, with a
captains meeting to be held
March 21 at 3:30 in the S.U.
Cost anoan Room.
Softball (slow pitch) registration ends March 26.
Both of these activities will
be comprised of ten-member
teams, and will play a roundrobin league schedule.
Tennis registration concludes March 19. It will offer
two divisions, novice and
open, with play limited to
single matches only
Competition will be ladder.
typetournament.
Volleyball sign-up ends
March 23. and offers an added
attraction. Teams will he
made up of six players on it
squad, with men and women
league competition. In addition. there will be a coed
league, with teams consist mu
of three female and three (.1
that other kind on each team
Officials for these activities
are also needed, and those
interested in participating oi
officiating can get more in
formation by calling Penny
Terry,
Recreation Co
ordinator. at 277-2972.

dominated the parallel bars
with Steve Bergland (8.50),
Barnwell 18.410 and Cameron
(8.05) putting together a one-

two-three finsh.
Other Spartan winners include Hadres (8.70) in the
horizontal bar and Dave

GEORGE HADRES, Spartan all -a ound gymnast performs the
"German Giant- on the horizontal bar at a recent meet with
Sacramento Stale University. The sophomore gymnast is one of
three SIMI all-around men expected to take top honors at the
PCAA meet.

Squire 18.85) in the long horse.
The Spartans finished their
PCAA season with a 2-1 mark.
The following day, the
Spartans out pointed the
Gauchos 149.80-136 but lost to
DC-Berkeley 152.70-135.45 in
a special compulsory meet at
Harmon Gym.
Barnwell captured allaround honors with a 93.50
while
score
combined
Cameron (78.27) and Hadres
(73.05) followed close behind.
Hubert Craft took first in the
side horse event with an 8.34
performance and McCormack
added a first in the still rings
with a 9.07 score.
SISU is preparing for the
PCAA finals this weekend in
San Diego. The Spartans are
considered top contenders for
the title along with Long Beach
State University and Los
Angeles State University.
"We may have the youngest
team there, but we’re
prepared
for anything,"
Anders said. "If we can get at
least 280 points, I’m sure WP
will win."
Anders expects SISU to tak.,
the all-around event with
Cameron
and
Barnwell.
Hadres taking three of the four
top positions.

today

.
I

Spartan

steamer

by Tim Alley.
By winning their fourth in d
row the firsts’ now have a
season record of 5-4, while the
seconds are 4-5.
Coach Ron Macbeth said,
"The teams have been gaining
experience every week, and
have improved vastly since
the beginning of the season.
The squad is now operating as
an intrigal unit."
The 37 points scored was the
highest by the ruggers this
year.
Macbeth also reflected that
the team was trying new plays
and their success was obvious.
The rugby clubs will travel
to Moraga this Saturday to
meet St. Marys College with
the first game starting at I
p.m.
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ball more exulting than pro
"Before you had to turn pro
right out of high school or you
didn’t make it. Now the pros
are looking to the colleges for
their material."
The 21 -year-old pitcher isn’t
too happy about the new
designated pitch-hitter rule. "I
don’t like it. I like to hit
because I’m a bad hitter. When
a pitcher does get a hit, the
tans really like it."
When Sorenson was a junior
pitching varsity for Santa
Cruz high school, he didn’t
have a hit all season.
"It was the last game and I
got a double. I got a standing
ovation. I was so embarrassed.
I felt like crawling under the
base."
Talking about hitting,
Sorenson said. "This year’s
team is the best hitting team
ever. We have ten guys
capable of hitting home runs.
"But we’re tar behind the

When Ivan Guevara took over
I was so out of shape. I didn’t
want to play."

By IUANITA LEBUS
He’d be the All-American
boy, if he wasn’t from
Svendborg. Denmark. He’s tall
and blond, wears faded blue
jeans, likes peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches, and plays
baseball.
He’s Kris Sorenson, pitcher
tor the Spartan baseball team.
He was recruited by Stan
Morrison.
then
freshman
basketball coach.
"Stan Morrison was the
reason I came to San lose
State. I was so impressed by
him. that I wanted to play for
him." said the 6-foot -6 athlete.
"Morrison worked us. I lost
35 pounds the first month
We
basketball.
playing
thought we were dying and
he’d make us do more. And
we’d do it."
Sorenson played basketball
under coach Dan Clines as a
sophomore. "I became disenbasketball.
chanted
with

Out of basketball, Sorenson
turned to the mound. "I like to
think I’m playing for fun. I
don’t know how relevant tome
or my life. I just like to play,"
said the pitcher with a record
of 1-1.
"My
own
personal
philosophy has been influenced by Dr. Robert
McNair. He loves baseball and
sports. He does not like the
idea of developing the mind
and not the body. When my
body is out of shape, my mind
slows down." said Sorenson.
"My schooling comes before
sports. Many guys aren’t like
that. They’re getting a free
education and they’re not
taking advantage of it." said
the junior biology major.
In his second year of varsity
play. Sorenson finds college

southern teams. We’ve played
eight games. LA and San Diego
have played over 20."
The weather has played a
big part in the SISU baseball
picture this season. "The pitchers are not allowed on the
mound because its so muddy.
You have to get the feel of the
mound. You can keep your arm
in shape, but you lose the
rhythm of the mound."
"Our outfielders haven’t
been running, they are out of
shape. The hitters will be
behind the pitchers for a
while."
In two weeks, Pacific Coast
Athletic Association league
play begins.
"We’ll
be
psychologically ready when
league play starts. Everyone
wants to play and everyone
can."
Sorenson then made a
prediction. "By the end, we’ll
be the best team in the league,
even it we aren’t in first pla.
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KRIS SORENSON, 8-foot -8 pitcher for the varsity Spartans,
figures heavily in the hurling plans of coach Gene Menges. The
junior biology major has a 1-1 mark and a 3.38 earned run
average.

’Pitching -Kris Sorenson’

1Ruggers split;
firsts’ win 37-0
By DON GIOVANNIN1
The Spartan rugby club’s
first team, putting it all
together, routed the Old Gaels
37-0 last Saturday on the
south campus soccer field.
’the seconds’ were beaten
12-4 by the Fresno firsts’ on
the same turf.
lack Keenan led the attack
for the firsts’ with three tries.
as they led at the half 17-0 and
completed the domination
throughout the second half.
Rounding out the deluge of
scoring was Rich Hendrix
with two tries, Steve Zanatell,
and Bob Teames with one
each. Dave Paul kicked a
conversion and penalty kick,
and Zanatell added a
conversion.
The seconds’ falling behind
12-0 in the first half won the
,..cond half battle with a try

1

Coach Gene Menges’ varsity
baseball squad. reaping the
benefits of clear, blue skies.
play host today to Sacramento
State University in a
doubleheader at Municipal
Stadium.
The first game is scheduled
to begin at 1 p.m.
The diamondmen are on the
crest of a four game winning
streak. having disposed of the
Hornets. 8-4. 7-3 in
Sacramento Friday and dumping
Humbolt
State
University Saturday at Muny.
7-1 and 2-0.
Starting pitchers for today’s
games will be sophomore left
Gingrich and junior Kandy
Zylker.
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Comics make comeback
By IIM ENGEL
VI hen Superman appealed
taster than a speeding bullet In
1938. the ball was rolling to
start the history and industry
id comic books.
Now, 35 years later, the
business is at the height of its

IC

popularity.
Brian Waugh. employed by
the Comic Collector Shop on
San Fernando Street. stretI
4

ched a big grin across his lace
as he simply stated, "The
comic market is hot."
According to Waugh, the
country is experiencing much
the same feeling today that
prevailed during the depression years when people were
looking for an escape.
The industry has grown to
the point where more than 500
titles appear on a monthly and
hi -monthly basis.
A regulating code was established in 1954 by the
governing body. the Comics
Magazine Association, to en-

f’11

wad.

A small sample of 500 -plus comic book titles

Hekeeli

Lemmon changes style
for ’Save the Tiger’
DORIAN

By PAULA
One never knows what to
expect an a movie! Either you
are sorry you went because the
and
gore
bloodshed,
perversion has made you sick.
provoking tense knots and
ulcers or. oddly enough, you
can walk out having been able
to actually relax and enjoy the
movie.
The case in
"Save and Tiger." non-violent,
stimulating picture starring
The

latter

is

jack Lemmon. Lemmon plays
has first "serious" role in ten
years.
He portrays a middle-aged
owner of a clothing factory
lacing bankruptcy. He hires a
professional arsonist to burn
down one of his shops so he
would have the insurance
money to produce a new line of
clothes.
hallucinates.
Lemmon
WWII
his
haunted
by
experiences and increasingly
fries to live the past as he is
fii handle he present.

III’

sN ii,;...

IlUihi and anxiety.

picture

the intense interaction
stirring within himself.
Throughout the move Lemmon flashes on baseball and
with

made it his
Longing for a happiness he sees he never had. he
delves into his past in an
attempt to create happiness.
He exclaims. "I want to be in

wishes
ciireer.

he had

love with something."
The movie moves at a
leisurely pace yet isn’t a story
in its entirety but rather a
compilation

Those who enjoy Lemmon as
be
may
actor
a
comic
interested in his new role
change. Although there are
some funny parts, it would be
a disappointment for one to
expect Lemmon playing his
old "Odd Couple" role. The
humor is meant to be irony or
satire.

iiirce certain standards.
Some of the standards are:
presenting
Never
criminals in a way as to create
sympathy or in a position of
glamor.
Discouragement of law
enforcement officers dying,
No ridicule or attacks on

or "overground" comics as
has
them.
termed
Waugh
Blood.
code.
the
relaxed
and
sexily -dressed females
words like "weird." "horror,"
and "terror" are now allowed,
and ages of the characters are
now being used for the first
time.
With

the exception of a
"Green Lantern" issue over a
year ago that was released
Association’s
the
without
permission. drugs are still
kept from the issues. It was

through a life time.
It portrays the

bulk of
America as members of the
unhappy middle class who.
after working all their lives.
realize they have nothing to
show in the way of happiness
other than a stable income.
Lemmon works well within
the script as an effective and
relates
actor.
He
serious
especially to those who have
and
experienced
war
ti poi flip pie...sure

originators of Captain Marvel
in 1952 because they thought
Marvel was stealing ideas.

one issue.
Although super heroes are
the biggest sellers. Scadina
said.
"the
industry
was
overrun with them and I hope
the
H for heroes’ era is

moving upon the super heroes.
he added.
People still use comics as an
escape, according to Scadina.
but now a need has been

over."

shown to include reality in
them.
Scadina summed up the
current situation as being
another great era like the
1950’s while Waugh feels that

Mystery and horror comics
take second place and are

the Golden Age of Comic
Books has only just arrived.

graphic."
The industry is trying to put
out a superior product now, he
added, and not merely trying
to

readers

take

their

for

money.
Scadina, owner of
the
feels
Galaxy,
reason for the improved art is
more
that there is so much
Frank

Marvel

the

in

competition

artist’s

Many of the early artists are
and
explained,
he
back,
foreign artists are also con-

any religious or racial groups.
Respect for parents,
Never showing or sugges

$15900

Hawaii
Easter
Charter

tang rape or seduction.
No profanity. obscenit
smut or vulgarity.
The code has a history of not
allowing any objectionable issues into the comics and this is
one of the reasons that a
popular underground market
has recently developed on the
West Coast.
As a result, the established.

wade Howell

Frank Scadina helps a customer

tributing.
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acanimation,
suspended
cording to publishers.
Scadina pointed out that the
Lrealors of Superman sued the

But now, with the new issues of Marvel coming out.
Superman
is
even
seen
welcoming the Captain back in

allowed on the stands for a
two month trial period.
"It is the art that makes a
comic." stated Waugh, "and
now the stories are becoming

thoughts

of

Today’s hottest seller p.
Captain Marvel. created bN
C.C. Beck over 30 years ago. It
was discontinued in 1953 but
has recently been brought
to life.
A case of
back

Downstairs in the Student Union

CALIFORNIA’S OLDEST

211 S. 9th Street, San Jose, CA

Phone 287-2070

CAMERA SHOP

HI

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
Food Supplements ilnetant Protein
Vita Q VIII E. CsIcturn etc
Horne Cleaners ’Basic el, L. etc
Beauty Aids 1Protenized Shampoo etc
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866

AUTOMOTIVE
132 VW REBUILT endine NEW tires Best
offer 193-1867 or 277-3446
’991R-250’6l VW Camper 820S 9th 127
nr inane note EIX 289 111do 0 (New
(.00euei
ONE FREE DINNER WITH PURCHASE
OF 2nd DINNER AT ELL AS REST,
TWOS TRACK STEREO TAPES FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE -TAPE JOINT.
S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK,
ONLY E2 50 AT 7th & SAN CARLOSi

LOVE YOUR SON
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Quotas
No Rieke
No Pressure
Our incentives ere ample
Every distributor has different goals &
different approaches The fact that our
natural products really are the finest is
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growtn
These figures wIll
BLOW YOUR MIND
Meese make comparisons
We will ask you to do a little research
before we 164 you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
466 SO 5th 02
297-3866

124 FIAT SPORT COUPE, 1988,5 SPEED
Excellent condition. good tires, ’731555
Cali 247-2653. ask St 495. Make offer.

GUTS AND GAM
Join a college-age BALLET class at
Eufrazia School of Ballet Basic technique fOr beginning dancers Small
classes-individual attention Beverly
Eufraie Grant Director 241-1300

62 CHEVY IMPALA. rt Side Smashed,
myeabie minor engine ream’ needed
Darts S100 Or best offer 356-2834

GOT A PROBLEM OR A GUESTION/
Campus SOS can help Call the Spartan
Doily afternoons after 2 p m 277-3181
HAY FEVER (Feb Mar Apr IT In 1st 12
days 01 your anon get free pills and
$12-22 lor drug study TA VIST 321-4412
THE MONEY ROOK
IS ONLY $250
AT 7th 8 SAN CARLOS
FOR A LIMITED ’TIME ONLY
TWO STEAK DINNERS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE AT THE
AMERICAN FAMILY STEAK HOUSE’
TWO WATER MATTRESSES FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE AT YING YANG,
ITS ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK!
ONLY 6250 AT 7th 6 SAN CARLOS

FOR SAL! Honda 250 Excellent $200
926-U413

CHEV ’66 Impala, new eng . new tires, sr
cone 57(X) 241-8198.
HONDA 306. awed to 350 Just spent
546u completely rebuilding it Excellent.
last !scrambler) $325 Paul 926-0413
11 CHEVY STATION WAGON P/S R/H
Good shoot, $130 Call Jim 275-9105

57 CHIVY .WAGON 2 dr.. V8 radio.
!mate, Good corid $150 Call after 530
-M *5-3691
’SI CHEVY 2-door hardtop $75 or best
otter Huns but needs work Call 256-4808
after 5 PM

FRIDAY FLICKS -THE RIIEVERSSTARRING STEVE MC QUEEN. MAR.
16, 7 & 10 PM MORRIS DAILEY AUG.
ADM. Set

A MILLION USED ROOKS, paperbacks
price). and magazines Neal old
bookstore. largest in Santa Clara Valley
sin. 1928 Woodruff & Thoth Twice
Head Books. 81 E San Fernando awn
2n0 3rd. 7030’S 30 1055 off with thisad
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER Case Included Fair-good condition. only 815 00
Nancy -265-5086 (after 7 30 p
2/3 OP THEMONEY ROOK OFFERS
ARE WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF CAMPUS-CHECK IT OUT AT
ilk & SAN CARLOS-ONLY $250.

SPINET PIANO: Finest woods Excellent
touch & sound A truly fine instrument
5600 or best offer 286-9312

HONDA 1501e, Mimeo Cord . New Tire,
many extra Great Running Coed .6200
or best offer call 248-2540 after 6

p.m

’72 HONDA CS E ;cc cond. Is
lugdalp rack, back rest tun-up. new
batty
1 Feb ireceiptsi 1525 225-2885

’44 VW SUG, beige color. sunroof radial
tires clean. tone running autO $675 call
996-1546 alter 6 Pm

NOW OPIIM THE DROP-111 CENTER
LEM. an raPP Share highs end lows
Diable Am. Upper Leal. Union

KCK LOUDSPEAKERS presents the
1240 LABYRINTH. This unit is a fantastic
3-way loudspeaker system It offers no
comparison at 5135 Reale call Bill at
354-9389 Other fine systems from $25

SO CHEVY CAPRICE, Dark blue, new
(mint KID beige vinyl top, light blue
r.ititerior power steering steel betted
redmi tires EXCELLENT CONDITION
5700 09 BEST OFFER MUST SELL Call
f301 Crawford. atter 6PM 225-7262

THE MONEY ROOK WILL SE
Al 7th 6 SAN CARLOS DAILY
FROM 930 UNTIL 12 30

STICKS AND SONES coming to SJSU
Mach 30. 31 & Apra 5 6 6 7

SAVE THIS AO: Before you purchase
costly stereo equip retail check w/us for
discount prices to SJS students (on all
your needs). We guarantee Me lowest
prices in the Bary Area on such names as
Seam Pioneer. Marantz. Tea Dual,
etc Call Us for weekly sacral’ tool 292.
5593 or 252-2028.

35MM MIRANDA. single lens reflex. thru
lens light meter, good condition $100
9991030

16 FORD GALAX1E NO XL, power
steering. brakes 4V carb , good twinges
cond 05315 offer 257-3482. 292-2956

Brand new LUCEY HORSESHOE CaP1O-I
& Story Rd SJ Live Country Western
Music Fri -Sat nits*

THE LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 variety
shops-1940 S let St Ph 293-2323.
Open We thru Sun 5-43069-530 Free
parking & admission. Thousands of
oselia items antiques & collectable*

55 CORVETTE-Moto; Blue. Remolded
ior off road racing rags. 350
many
a tras 48 000 fel eat eke new $2800 551.
011/3 eyes

"JOSS IN ALASKA" available now This
handbook covers all fields Summer and
career opportunities Plan YOUR schentuft $300 JIA Boa 1566 Ancnoratas AK
99610

SUNDAY-ATTI4E-SEA Ereoy tat Tuna
& Commander Cody. Mar 11, Santa Cruz
County Fairgrounds Two Shows I & 7
pin All tickets 1,4 Advance Tickets al
Dean menoiss Music Santa Cruz

IF YOU LIKE BOOKS. you II love
ott,VC;LE a dillerent used bookstore
Recent paperbacksat price Best Sci-Fi
selection in Bay Area Records. too We
hane the books you want 8 need 6 best
prices in town Yes. we buy 8 trade books
8 records RECYCLE 235 So 1st St 286E275

FOR SALE
PART-TIME work in parks 8 recreation
includes recreation water salety and
maintenance Applications must be
race’ ced by 3,1673 Apply at Recreation
Lithos 201 South Rengstorff. mountain
View CA 94040. Phone 1415i 560-18110
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACT ION EMPLOYER

si sa

SLACKLITI POSTERS
PATCHES
7596 uP. INCENSE 25.299 PIPF.S St 00
& UP. RADIOS $3 95 & UP LEATHER
GOODS, BINOCULARS 1)105 & UP.
BLACKLITE. COMPLETE IS 511 95. 4’
522 95 STROBE LIGHTS $1798. GAS
GLO BULB 5395 INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NETTING 51 96 6 UP T-SHIRTS $200
EACH BROOKS SO E San Fontana, 1
WS from SJSU Phone 292-0409

11.54 OFF ON LP-SIES RECORDS
FREE FRENCHBURGER AND WINDT
DRINK WITH PURCHASE OF SAME!
ORANGE WINZITi THE MONEY BOOK!
ONLY $2.50 AT 7th & SAN CARLOSI
NEW 6 COM
HOUSEFUL OP
FURNITURE, some in original packages
Bedroom, vying & dining rooms 2971328 COMPIMIll let under 5400 Will sell
fealletely
MICROSCOPE -TASCO MEDICAL
2150. 100111 oil wrier oblect lined. carrying case) and meat stage Paid $300,
Yours $150 255-7719 eve*
TURQUOISE from New Memo and
Arizona is world’s finest Also see our
agates and other stone items Jeweler*,
artists, geologists. ISflClSns come to Cozy
Corners AntlqUelli. 3.1 & San Salvador.
Open 10-5. Thurs & Fri only. phone 2751007
FOR QUICK SALE kernmore Washer
Dryer gas pert working order Other
items Call after 7 pm 294-0771
NIKKORMAT SLACK W/100mm leinse
new in Mot $250 Also new 24nen and
Macro lenses HASSELBLAD 500canIn
box w/warranty 5595 also many extra*
available Day 286-4806 evenings 3611
5661
TEAC. A2070 stereo tape deck -bi-directionsi recording and automatic reverse
we months old excellent cond 11280 Call
Mike 2894969

IBM TYPEWRITER. Model B. fabric ribbon Or sale by thesis typist. $125. or best
offer ExcInt cond 288-0375

HELP WANTED
HELP
RN s. aids, orderlies, full and part time
American Registry of Nurses 203-0112
FIGURE MODEUNG position Light but
serious work tor persons of good
character Must be physically perfect. $5
to $75/hr Periodic Box 13E15. Mt. View.
TWO FREE HOT DOGS
FROM DER WIENERSCHNITZELi
ONE FREE 3 Pc CHICKEN DINNER
WITH PURCHASE OF THE SAME
FROM KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN!
ITS ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK!
ONLY $250 AT 7th & SAN CARLOS!
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
Sales
52.50 PER HR. COMM.
245-4920
Green Thumb Lawn Service
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT for experienced camp cook. Geology summer
cap 25 students. from 81410 7-13-73 near
Yreka California Salary plus board and
transportation 277-23E6 days. 227-7293
slants
MALE-PT. time cook, sortie sap, min
wage. also PI time night watchman for
New Way Centers call Phyllis at 268-2061
EARN EXTRA MONEY by helping other*
within your community Any student maporing in any aspect of the field of health,
please apply st 2083 Forest Ave.
APT. MGR. Intl new units by SJSU Tennis courts Tax-free pay $56 selana/mo
Must occupy 2 br 26415 unit May have
Child Faculty or grad 288-1916
FRIDAY FUCKS "TI4E RIEvERS"
1NG STEVE MC OUEEN MAR
It 7 & 10 PM MORRIS DAILEY AUD.
ADM. 50t

HOUSING
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE-Great atmosphere linen & maid service. color
T v Kitchen any lila showers parking
Center of activity 237 E San Fernando
$69 to 189/rno 295-9504 or 293-6345
2 BONA. APT1. tor rent $180 turn .0555
unfurn 576 S 5th St Cash 2994757 See
mgr fl as or cut mgr in 04
LARGE 2 PORN. 2 OATH FLINN. APTS.
5150/mo See at 508 S 1 lth St Call 294.
7386 Summer rates 5110

.
FROM 555 mo
Campus KO pro otc Po Men ul 00
9th. women 278 S Win St. Many extras
that must be seen Open daily for inspection Call 295-8514. 295-8526 or 287E585

LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom sots turn $130. unfurn. $120.
mw new carpets Quiet atmosphere near
the cernpus. 385 S. 4th St. Call Ben 28E8383 or John 3565708
ROOMMATE to share Turn 2 barn. 2
bath apt with 1 male Air cond., pool.
sauna. $110/rno Ph 998-8160 1010 pm12
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED tosser,
noose n Los Gatos with 2 others Own
Room Call 354-9547 after 7 pm
THE MONEY BOOK WILL SE
AT 7th & SAN CARLOS DAILY FROM
030 UNTIL 12 30
SUPER-LARGE 1 bdrrn apts. furnished
carpeting $135 summer rates $115,439
S 4th St Call 996-5619
LARGE 2 SEDROOM APT. New couch.
new paint Wear & gar pd $155/mo
Summer rates See Pete at 751 S. 2nd St.
oil Or call 293-7796
MALE OR FEMALE ROOMMATE needed
10, couple) in house within walking 41st
of campus $85/mo Pets OK. Own room
275 No 5th Call 287-9838 after 5
PVT. on & board in exchange for baby sitting OWN& wknds 10 min from SJSU 21
yrs or older 225-3596 or 251-3060
EL DORADO APTS.
Large 2 bdrm . new shag, fresh paint. unfurnished, 6150 Five minutes from campus, guest neighborhood. 293-3635

LI61 1 SIR APTS. $130 W/w carpets
swim pool, recrestion room 6208 9th St
SJ (Summer retest 209-6425
UNIVERSITY CLUIII-Co-ed Beautiful
house, fireplace, grad piano. color TV,
recreation room, kit ale. maid & Ilnere
parking. courtyard Includes Ceramists!
breakfast From $79/mo 202 So 11th
293-7374
STUDIO’S 500 Men Only 620 S 3rd St

2 FREE PAK* OF ZIG ZAGS AT
7-ELEVEN, ONE FREE LUNCH
OR DINNER WITH PURCHASE OF
EQUAL VALUE AT LA TEXANITA!
IT’S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK,
ONLY 0250 AT 7th 8 SAN CARLOS!
DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
14151 985-1158
FRAMING: Personal creative. elegant
Call Ms R FrederICk 3213-4623
TYPING-19M
Selectric-Theels,
reports. general TYPind. Wiens. etc
Reasonable rates 263-8895
FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
*1 235 E. Santa Clara SI, 2914499,
PRIVATE TUTORING: All subjects.
group rates. Taught by qualified teachers
in your home. call 293-1616.

TYPING ISM {ELECTRIC. Also own
transcriber Willow Glen area 289-5652
TYPING in my North side home.
reasonable Satisfaction guaranteed
263-2739
CHILDCARE-PLAYGROUP. M-F 2-3 yr
olds. Certificated teacher Multi-cultural
home 03 day or 506 hr 268-5063

PERSONALS

TYPING. EDITING, FAST. ACCURATE.
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER. CALL 244-6444 AFTER 630.
MARY BRYNER
RENT A TV OR STEREO, no coMract
Free del Free service Call Esche’s 251.
2596
TYPING
60 North 3rd St. Apt 0823
267-4355

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Charter Flights International. call campus rep Barbara Nevins. 286-1196

LAWRENCE A. BENTON
I m late. Floppy Birthday Daddy
Lew you. Janet

10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM $259 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN. FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 19181 451.
7905
1466 52nd St Sacramento, Ca 95819

STEVE CI IN MYTHOLOGY
SPEAK TO ME PLEASE
I’M INLOVE WITH YOUR MUSTACHED.
DONATE ON A REGULAR 111.000
plasma program and receive up to
S40/monthly Bring student 100, this ad
and receive a bonus with your first
donation. HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
S Almaden Ave. San Jose. CA 294-6535
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 3 pm
FRIDAY FUCKS "THE RIVERS"
STARRING STEVE MC OUIEN, MAR.
to. 7 & 10 NA MORRIS DAILEY A10.
ADM. 504.
NATURAL Wedding Photography looks
like people leel Warm Real Like people
in !ova Petersen & Bishop Photography
Wedding
354-2513
Los Gatos
photography tor people who care

TRANSPORTATION
EASTER &SPRING CHARTER FUGHTS
TO N.Y. All flights leaving Oak. Round
lrip-$1713. Also Minneapolis. Limited
seats. $55, each way For flight info, contact Richard 274-4613 (afar 5 p.m.)
EUROPE ISRAEL- AFRICA
Student flights Student camping tours
throughout Eurpoe. Russia and Mexico
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
student charter flights. including Middle
East and Fer East CONTACT ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd ii4 L A Calif
90049 TEL (2131 825.5669 826-0955

THE MONEY BOOK
IS ONLY $250
AT 7th 8 SAN CARLOS
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

SERVICES
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s - Reports. Dissertations
Mananne Tarnberg 1924 Harris
Telephone 371-0395 San Jose

0111/11’ ’1,1,1’
POETRY WANTED
clocle stamped envelope Lonlemborarv
Literature Press. 311 California Street
Slate 412. San Francisco 04104

WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance.
Typing, editing (grad 8 under). Also
Everything for Everybody 379-8016

FANTASTIC 2 balm Furs Apt.. prkng ,
lndry face . iow summer rates, 5368 8th
St aS. 296-7894 OUIETi

5/3 OF THE MONEY ROOK OFFERS
ARE WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF CAMPUS-CHECK IT OUT AT
7th 6 SAN CARLOS-ONLY 5250
MO AND UP, nice. comfortable. that
rooms downtown, kit. pen .293-3910 156
N 5th Si

Master s etc Near SJI.,C Mrs Aslanian
298-4104

FREE ROAST REEF DINNERWITH
PURCHASE OF THE SAME PEANUTS. FREE FRENCH FRIES! Mac
DONALDSI IN THE MONEY BOOK!
ONLY $2.50 AT 7th & SAN CARLOS!
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CHARTER FUGHTS. Complete domesprograms. Contact
tic/international
Craig, Student Services West, Inc 235 E
Santa Clara, e710 287-8301.
RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks 538’
inclusive. London departures Small
international group camping travel Ages
18-30 Also Europe, Africa. Indic 3-11
wits Write Whole earls Trowel. Ltd BO,
1497 KC Mo 64141

LOST & FOUND
FOUND: Black Lab Puppy. near
Bldg Me? 7. call 285-1173
LOST JEWELRY TOOLS in box In or neat
10111 St parking garage Return to an
dent office Reward

IN THE SPARTAN DAILY

BE A FRIEND to handicapped man Live
free in attractive room Girls over 16
please call 29112309 aft 5

Classified
Hates
T
F

FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Be
Young With TWA" Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford 1225-72621
can help you make your GETAWAY Fly
at 1/3011 with TWA Youth passport & take
up to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Call 2257262 for information after boil 298-6800
for reservations or your local travel agent.

FIND WHAT YOU NEED

MINI - WOMENI
JOSS ON SHIP& No akpertence re
Chlired Excellent pay Worldwide travel
Perlect summer lob or career Send 52
Ion information SEAFAX. Dept Ed&
P U Box 2049, Port Angeles. Washington
98362

One
Jar
Si SO

EASTER CHARTERS TO MEXICO
9 days. 8 nights. tncl round trip airfare
hotel. all transfers plus eldrall
Maeda ’1159
Puerto Vellarta ’$229
Acapulco - $299
For info. contact Richard 274-4613 later
5 ern
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